
CLIENT: PINEFIELD GLASS
PROJECT: A NEW INNOVATIVE SKYLIGHT SOLUTION

“We took the decision to offer 
our customers the two-bar 
Skypod option because it 
maximises natural light inside 
a property and accentuates 
the architectural proportions”

Bryan Yule 
Managing Director, Pinefield Glass

CASE STUDY 
SKYPOD IS STAR PERFORMER 

Homeowners and developers in Scotland seeking the wow 
factor will welcome the news that Pinefield Glass has extended 
its innovative Skypod skylights range.

Elgin-based Pinefield Glass has now added a two-bar pitched 
gable end design to its Skypod offer.

The new design option from Eurocell eliminates the need for 
a central spider glazing bar, further improving aesthetics and 
increasing natural light inside the home.*

Skypod is an innovative new skylight solution from Pinefield Glass 
that offers homeowners and developers a cost effective means 
of incorporating modern architectural design and unbeatable 
thermal efficiency in any uninspiring flat-roofed rooms.



The new two-bar gable design joins the existing three-bar 
version and Pinefield Glass has already had a number of 
enquiries about this latest addition to the range. 

Skypod has quickly become a firm favourite with Pinefield Glass 
customers because both the three-bar and new two-bar options 
are more aesthetically appealing than rival PVC-U systems, whilst 
offering better value for money than aluminium alternatives.

With its modern architectural design, Skypod provides one of 
the most effective methods of adding a real focal point to any 
new or existing flat-roofed room.  

Its innovative design means it can be fitted if just a few days, 
which minimises disruption on site. Plus, being available  
in a wide range of sizes, Skypod can be used for a wide range  
of applications such as extensions, orangeries, garden rooms,  
new build kitchen-diners and garage conversions,  
amongst others.

“We have had a very positive response from homeowners 

and developers to the new addition.”

Bryan added, “It’s looking like the next few months are 

going to be busy for us as more of our customers look to 

maximise natural light in their homes in preparation for the  

spring sunshine.”

Pinefield Glass offers both versions of Skypod in the full range of 
colours including Anthracite Grey, Moondust Grey, Golden Oak, 
Rosewood and White – with a white interior finishes to maximise 
the light and airy feel as standard. Other colours are available to 
special order. 

Skypod is supplied with self-cleaning, temperature controlled 
glass in Blue, Neutral, Bronze and Clear as standard. It achieves 
a U-value of 1.0W/m²K**, which ensures that homeowners can 
enjoy maximum levels of natural light in comfort all year round. 
Skypod has a fixed 20 degree roof pitch.


